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ITICS/XCICE/ME/SE/EB,TEIIEEIIT T3O1 ENGINEERING MATHEMATICS II
(zotz *nene)

Time ; 3 Hours Maximum Marks : 100

PARTA
(Answerr,, questions)

_,.-' -:'.:-: (8x5:40)
I. (a) Find the rank ofthe matrix.

lt234s1lllz t + s al !' .,: , .;ttlt q s e tl .ltlL4s678l
(b) Check whether the vectors Xr = (l ,1,2),lx2= Q,2,5) and X3= (5,3,4) are linearly d€pendent or

nol.

(c) Find the Laplaoe hansform oft2 u(t-3)

@-oa _ a-|t
(d) Ev&luate l" " dt

6t

(e) Find the Fourier sine and cosine integrals of /(,r) = e-h,for x> 0,& > 0

19 Express -f(t) = * as a Fourier cosine series in 0 <.r < 2

(g) Find the work done by the foroe F 4tyi - )? j when it moves a particle along the curye

y =2x2 h the ry plane

(h) Find(i) v'(i)*h"," r=lrland <,'l o(1")

PARTB
(4x15=60)

(a) Test for consistency ofthe following system ofequations and solve them ifoonsistent: (g)
,l +.I2 -.f3 = 0

Zxr-xr+xr=3
44+2xr-2x, =2

(b) Verifi Cayley Hamilton theorem and hence find Aa 
" 

(7)

lz -r z1
e=lt z :lttLr -t 2l

(P.T.o.)

i-.



. (a)

(b)

For what values of ft the equations x+y+z=1,2x+y+42=k,
solution and solve them completely in each oase.

Check whether W = {(a,b,o): a = b'?,a,b,e ft} is a subspace or not

Find the inverse Laplace transform of

... 5S+3{rl" (s- rxs'+2.s+s) , -.-.-* -

/.'\(ii) tan'r l: I Ils,, ./

(iii) ronIl*sl i'.-\ s l
'\,, . __ .--

OR
Solve the equation : ytr-3y1+2y=4t+dt when y(0):1, yr(o): -1

Apply convolution rheorem to evaluate u' {=: - }[s(s'+4)J

Find the Fourier transform of g-*
Solve the integral equation:

-, (1- a o< a<ll
I F(x\Cos ox dx =1d" Lo p>l I

OR
Obtain lhe Fourier series for the funotion f (x) = y2 ,- 7, . * < z . Hence show that

liE'
{ l} l+-+-+..-.---_=-"2'3.6

(ii) r 1*l-1*......="'-2' 3" 4' t2

-llz2(ll,) l+-+-+.....=-3'. s', 8

Find the finite Fourier Sine transform of .f(x')=2xin0<x<4

Veri! divergence theorem for
F=x'i +zj +iE over the cube formed by x = +1,y = +l,z= ll

Prove that V.(VxA)=O for any vector funotion I

OR
Verifo Stoke's theorern for F = (Zr - y)i - yz'j - y'zE where S is the upper half of the
spherex2+f+*:l and C is the circular boundary in the.XY plane.

Show that F=U/'?+2x22)i+{2ry-z)j+(2x22-y+22)i is irrotational and hence find its
scalar Potential' 

***

4x+y +loz= k2 ha\te a (10)

(5)

(5)

(8)

(7)

(8)

(7)

( l0)

ry.

(s)

(s)

VII. (a)

v. (a)

(b)

vI. (a)

(b)

(b)

VIII. (a)

x' (a)

(b)

(b)

(s)

(e)

(6)

(E)

(7)
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Time : 3 Hours

EE 1302 MATERIAL SCIENCE
(zo t z scheme)

PARTA
(Answer,4Ztr questions)

(a) Explain free electron theory.

(b) Explain superconductivity and its practical applioations.

(c) Explain dipolar relaxation.

(d) Explain loss tangent and its significance-

(e) Explain rlle properties ofmatedals used in solar cells.

(f) Discuss on the materials used for switch contacts.

(g) Explain atomic absorption spectroscopy

(h) What is ferromagnetic resonance?

PARTB

Explain Fermi-Dimc distribution.

Explain briefly on the elfect oftemperahrre on electrioal conductivity of metals.
OR

Explain the fabrication proc€ss of p-n-p junction.

Explain(i) ElectronicPolarization.
(iD IonicPolarization.
(iii) DipolarPola zation.

OR
(a) Explain the properties offollowing irorganic materials.

(i) Mica (ii) Glass (iii) Porcelain (iv) Asbestos.

(b) Write a note on liquid insulators.

Explain (i) Cold mirror coating
(ii) Heat mirror coating 

OR
Discuss on the various coatings for enhanced solar thermal energy collection.

Explain the operation ofan electron microscopy with neat diag.am.
OR

Discuss on (i) Magnetio resonance (ii) Electron spin resonance.

Maximum Marks : 100

(8xs=40)

(4xls=60)

(8)

('7)

os)

tr. (a)

(b)

ry. (15)

(10)

(s)

(1s)

(1s)

(ls)

(15)

\1.

VII.

vIII.

rx.
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EE 1303 FLUID MECHAMCS A}ID HEAT ENGINES
(2012 Scheme)

Time : 3 Hours Maximum Marks ; 100
PART A

(Answer/II questions)
(8x5=40)

L (a) Explain how fluids are classified. Using stress-strain diagan explain the behaviour
offluids.

(b) Differentiate the following:
(i) steady and unsteady flow (ii) uniform and non uniform flow.

(c) What are the minor losses occurring in pipes? Discuss how they are determined.

(d) Write notes on kinematic similarity and dynamic similarity.

(e) Differentiate between impulse and reaction turbines.

(0 Wtrat is a draft tube? Why is it used in a reaction turbine?

(g) What is meant by priming? Explain its significance.

B.Tech. Degree III Semester Examination November 2013

PART B .]!r' #xt5=60)\) ,,
IL

m.

(a) Explain a U-tube differ€ntial manometer with the help ofa diagram. 
t-. --'''-''' (5)

(b) If for a two dimensional pote ial flow, the velocity potential is gven by (10)
(=x(2y-l) det€rmine the velocity at the poinl P(4, 5). Determine also the value

ofstream function r/,, at the point P also.

OR
(a) Explain the principle of venturimeter with a neat sketch. Derive the expression for

tlrc rate offlow offluid througlr it.
(10)

(b) A horizontal venturimeter with inlet diameter 20cm and throat diameter l0cm is used (5)
to measwe the flow of oil of specific gravity 0.8. The discharge of oil through
venturimeter is 60 litres/sec. Find the reading of the oil mercury differential
manometer.

(a)

Derive Darcy-Weisbach equation for friction losses in pipes. State cleady the
assumptions.

An oil of viscosity 0.1 Ns/m'? and relative density 0.9 is flowing through a circular
pipe of diameter 5cm and lenglh 300m. The rale of flow of fluid through the pipe is
3.5 lites/sec. Find the pressure drop in a length of300m and also the shear $ress at
the pipe wall.

OR
Define Reynolds number. Explain iB significance. (5)

(10)O) The resisting force R of a supersonic plane dudng flight can be considered as

dependent upon the length of the aircraft I, velocity v, ah viscosity p,
air density p and bulk modulus of air K. Using Buckingham's z -theorem, express

the fiuctional relationship between tlese variables and the resisting force.

ry. (7)

(8)

(a)

(b)

(P.T,O.)



vI.

2

The per$tock supplies water from a r€servoir to the pelton wheel with a gross head of
500m. One third oflhe gross head is lost in friction in the penstock. 

^The 
rate offlow

of waier th.ough the nozzle fitted at the end of the penstock is 2.0mr/sec. The angle
of deflection ofthe jet is 165'. Determine the power given by the water in the nmner
and also hydraulic efiiciency of the pelton wheel. Take spoed ratio = 0.45 and
c":1.0. 

oR
A Francis turbine wittr an overall efficiency of 75% is required to prodrre a power of
lsKW. It is working under a head of 7 .62m. The peripheral velocity

= 0.24ifr nd the radial velocity of flow and inlet is = A.76J2CH . The wheel

(15)

VIL (15)

runs at 150 rprq and the hydraulic losses in the
enerry. Assuming radial discharge, determine:

The guide blade angle
The wheel vane angle at inlet
Diameter of the wheel at inlet
Width of the wheel at inlet

VIII. (a) Explain the use ofair vessels in reciprocating pumps.

Explain the phenomenon ofcavitation in pumps. How is it regulated?
OR

A centrifugal pump having out€r diameter equal to two times the inner diameter and
rurning at I 000 rpm worls against a total head of 40m. The velocity offlow through
the impeller is constad and equal to 2.5r/s. The vanes are set back at an angle of
4Oo at outlet, Ifthe outEr diamet€r ofthe impeller is 50cm and width at outlet is 5cm,
detsrmine:

(r) vane angl€ at inlet
(ir) work done by impeller on water per second
(il) manometer efficiency

Define an indicator diagram.

turbine are 22Vo of the available

(0
(u)
(iii)
(iv)

(8)

(7)

(12)

(b)

Ix. (a)

(3)(b)
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EE 1304 CIRCUITS SIGNALS AND SYSTEMS I

(2012 Scheme)

Time : 3 Hours

r. (a)

(b) For the circuit shown in figure, determine
the load current by applying Thevenin's
theorem.

(c) Define the following terms:
(i) Tie set matrix (ii) tncidence matrix

(d) Deflne coefficient ofcoupling. Derive an expression for it in terms ofselfand mutual inductances of
the coupled coils-

(e) Explain the 2-wattmeter method of $ power measurement.

(4x ls=60)
(a) State and explain reciprocity theorem.

In figures (a) and (b) obtain I/, and

establish the reciprocity theorem. 
"rtqfr

(8)

B]',S-l - 11.13- i205

PART A
(Answer,4Za questions)

Explain maximum power transfer theorem for ac circuits.

(b) Determine the voltage across {2 + i5)O
impedance as shown in figure by using the super
position theorem-

OR
(a) What is the value of I/, such that the current in

(2+13)Q impedance is zero?

(b) For lhe circuit shown in flgure, determine
Norton's equivalent circuit between the O/P
terminals AB.

zoLi t

rje- )"" i6* )
"r,

-\\t-( ':

T

I

Maximum Marks : 100

(8x5:40)

II I.

(7)

(8)

<7)
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E

(P.r.o.)
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IV. For the graph shown in figure, obtain the tie set
matrix and network equilibrium equation in
matrix form using KVL by selecting branches
4,5,6 as twigs. Also calculate loop currents and
branch currents-

(15)

(5)

(s)

(a)

(b)

(c)

vl. (a)

(b)

(5)

(8)

(7)

(8)

(7)

VIII. (a) A square wave is shown in figure- Obtain the
trigonometric Fourier series

(b) Obtain the Fouder transform of the given
waveform

OR
(a) Find the trigonomehic Fourier series for the

triangular waveform sholrn in figure.

(b) Find the exponential Fourier series for the
waveform shown in figure.

(8)

In the network shorvn in figure. the s\ailch is . j-
moved from position I ro pos-ition 2 ar t-0. The --y-" -----1
switch is in posirion I for a long rime. " + i' ) 5
Derermine the currenr erpression i1tl. *' 

I I ,"" 
-", i

OR
Develop the fundamental cut set matrix of the
graph given below by taking branches 1,2 and 5

as trvigs.

Obtain the tie sel matrix of the graph given
below by selecting branches 4,5 and 6 as twigs.

Explain an ideal lransformer

Explain the transient response ofan RL cfucuit having DC excitation.

OR
(a) Explain the transient response ofan RC series circuit with sinusoidal excitation.

(b) An unbalanced 4 wire, star connected load has a balanced voltage of400v, the loads are
Z, = (4 + j9)O, 22 = $+ jq0,21 = (15 + j20)O
Calculate (i) line currents (ii) current in the neutral wire and (iii) total power

(7)



I. (a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
(e)

(0
(g)

(h)
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rv.

OR
(a) Explain the principle of operation of dlmamometer type instrument.

equation.

O) Explain briefly different standaxds ofmeasurement.

(a) Explain a suitable method to measure insulation resistance.
(b) Explain the working ofsingle phase power factor meter with diagram.

OR

u. (a)
(b)

Derive its torque (10)

(5)

(8)
(7)

(a) Explain Munay loop test for localization ofcable faults.
O) Explain the measurement ofcapacitance using Scherings bridge?

OR
(a) Explain the determination of hysterisis loop by method of reversals with a neat (10)

diagram.
(b) Explain the working offldx meter with neat diagram.

(a) Explain the principle ofoperation ofcathode ray oscilloscope with neat diagram. (10)
(b) Explain dual beam oscillo.scope witl the help ofblock diagram. (5)

lon(a) Explain how hummer-brddhum photomeler head is used to measure mean spherical (10)
candle power ofa source pf Iight.

(b) Explain the terms: (5)

(i) Polar curves
(i, Huminuousintensity

(8)

a)

(5)

B,Tech. Degree III Semester Examinution November 2013

EE 1305 ELECTRICAL MEAST'REMENTS AND MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
(20 I 2 Scheme)

Time : 3 Hours Maximum Marks : 100

PART A
(Answer IZZ questions)

Differentiate between accuracy and precision with examples.

Prove that a PMMC instrument can be used only for measuring DC.

What are insFument transformers? List out their advantages.

What is creeping? Explain the remedy to eliminate creeping?

Derive the condition for balance ofa wheat stones bridge. What are its limitations?

(8xs= 40)

Explain the application ofHibberte magnetic standard. ...::..: . ,',,:','-1.,.
Explain voltage, frequency and phase measurement using CRO ..,,::'; --' ;..-' - - -- ...: ,
Explain the laws of illumination? ,,.";.'..,-..,,,.-.r.' ' ' , ,)

;i 1r,," I
PART B :,,..1 ,),-, .. - ..., :,1: .,;.)',

'ttl'=. 
.. ..... . .....,'..(4*'15 

: 60)

Explain the different bpes oferror in measurement and their remedies? (10)
A moving coil instrument gives a full scale deflection of l0mA when the potential (5)
difference across its terminals is 100mV. Calculate:

(i) shunt resistance for a full scale deflection to 100A
(ii) the series resistance for full scale reading with 1000V.

(a) Explain the working ofsingle phase induction type energ,v meter with a neat figwe. (10)
O) A 230V single phase energy meter has a constart load current of4A passing through it (5)

for 5 hours at unity power factor. If the meter makes I i04 revolutions during this
period, what is the meter constant in revolutions per kwbr?


